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Introduction 

A world-system is a social system, one that has boundaries, 
structures, member groups, rules of legitimation, and coherence.  
Its life is made up of the conflicting forces which hold it together 
by tension, and tear it apart as each group seeks eternally to 
remold to its advantage. –Immanuel Wallerstein 
 

In his world-systems analysis, Immanuel Wallerstein argues that contemporary 

international politics function within a system of “highly unstable structures” called a 

world-economy.  Within the world-economy, as in any economy, there is a division of 

labor, which is, in this case, divided between core-states and peripheral areas.  The core 

states, characterized by strong state machineries, maintain their economic advantage 

through the exploitation of resources within the peripheral and semi-peripheral areas 

(Wallerstein 1976).  Though the roles and relationships within the world-economy are 

continually transforming, its hierarchical order has failed to change significantly in 

several centuries.  Consequently, the division of wealth and power has grown 

continually wider between the core and periphery, resulting in the emergence of world 

superpowers, such as the United States, and also the deep entrenchment of other regions 

within the economic disadvantage of the periphery. 

The African continent has been more thoroughly maintained in this peripheral 

“Third World” than any other region on the planet.  With much of Sub-Saharan Africa 

often described as constituting a Fourth World, many African states have been so 

violently exploited by the core, developed states as to seem beyond reparation.  The 
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adoption of the system of autocratic colonial-style authority by a class of elitist, 

tyrannical African figureheads during the shift towards “independent” rule of the 1950s 

and 1960s launched the African continent into an era of brutal undemocratic darkness. 

Though certainly not the only region in the world that endured and continues to endure 

the consequences of colonization and contemporary neo-imperialism, Africa’s relative 

proximity to Europe exposed it disproportionably to the ramifications of feuding 

European rivals (Schraeder 1995: 540).  

The ongoing feud between European states for African territory is characteristic 

within Wallerstein’s model of the modern world-system.  The economic structures of the 

core and periphery not only change constantly, but their spheres of influence overlap, 

creating competition for roles and resources.  As Kenneth Waltz (1979) explains in his 

Theory of International Politics, the presence of more than one state competing for the 

same resource dramatically alters the nature of diplomacy: 

With more than two states, the politics of power turn on the 
diplomacy by which alliances are made, maintained, and 
disrupted.  Flexibility of alignment means both that the country 
one is wooing may prefer another suitor and that one’s present 
alliance partner may defect.  Flexibility of alignment narrows one’s 
choice of policies.  …Similarly, with a number of approximately 
equal states, strategy is at least partly made for the sake of 
attracting and holding allies.  If alliances may form, states will 
want to look like attractive partners.  Suitors alter their 
appearance and adapt their behavior to increase their eligibility 
(P. 165). 

 As alliances are formed and broken and spheres of influence within the world-

economy shift, the geopolitical environment for a given state is subject to dramatic 

transformation.  While the degree of competition between core states fluctuates 

according to each state’s current economic and political agency and strength, peripheral 
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areas experience a corresponding change in international competition for their resources.  

In many instances, these transformations in power and competition result in peripheral 

areas being alternately subjected to inter-imperial rivalry and monopolistic domination 

by powerful core states.  The relationship between a peripheral area and its imperial 

presence is significant because rivalry and monopoly bear drastically different 

consequences for the subjected region. 

The Republic of Cameroon has long been a highly-desired peripheral area 

targeted for its natural resources and, more recently, for its strategic location as a 

“gateway” to other Central African and francophone states (Financial Times 1983).  

While many post-colonial African countries remained almost exclusively within the 

sphere of influence of their former colonial power after independence, Cameroon had 

been subjected to contention between multiple powers for the large portion of its colonial 

history.  The development of a fierce, post-colonial power rivalry over Cameroon was, 

therefore, not only unsurprising but also easily traced to the former historic rivalry 

between the British and French, the country’s primary post-WWI colonial powers.  

According to Mark W. DeLancey (1984) in Cameroon: Dependence and Independence, “this 

dual heritage, English and French, can be viewed as sources of both advantage and 

disadvantage for independent Cameroon” (p. 4). 

Though Cameroon’s location within inter-imperial rivalry has born significant 

consequences, the ever-changing spheres of imperial influence have resulted in the state 

being subjected to periods of imperial monopoly as well.  While Cameroon is obviously 

not the only country bearing the consequences of inter-imperialist competition, both 

during and after formal colonization, the Central African state does provide a good case 

study for the consequences of imperial rivalry and, correspondingly, monopoly because 

of its centrality in the ongoing historic Anglo-French rivalry.  Since the period preceding 

its formal European colonization, the nature of the imperial presence surrounding 
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Cameroon has continually evolved with the changing political atmosphere of the world.  

In this time, imperialism over Cameroon has undergone four significant stages: (1) the 

pre-colonial scramble for territory and period of formal colonization characterized by a 

fierce Anglo-French colonial rivalry; (2) the cold war era, inclusive of the formal 

decolonization of Cameroon and characterized by French imperial monopoly; (3) the 

post-cold war period characterized by revitalized imperial rivalry, particularly between 

the French and the Americans; and, (4) the current period marked by American imperial 

monopoly and the forfeit of French imperial control.  During each of these stages, the 

relationship between imperial powers has assumed a unique and significant role in 

relation to the condition of Cameroon and its ability and will to function as a modern, 

democratic state. 

The following sections will examine the economic and political consequences of 

inter-imperialist competition in Cameroon during each of the above listed historical 

stages.  This paper seeks neither to explain why imperial rivalries and monopolies occur 

nor what motivates imperial powers to enter into or retreat from inter-imperial rivalry.  

Instead, it seeks to draw conclusions about the ultimate significance of imperial rivalry 

and monopoly on Cameroon’s international political leverage, its internal domestic 

politics, and the agency and general condition of the Cameroonian populace. 

 

Anglo-French Rivalry 
The “Scramble” for Territory and Formal Colonization 

 

The region that is today the Republic of Cameroon first experienced the intrusion 

of European influence in the latter part of the fifteenth century when Portuguese traders 

seeking alternate access to “slaves, gold, ivory, and ostrich feathers” stumbled upon the 

prawn-rich river they named Rio dos Camarões (River of Prawns) (Eyongetah and Brain 

1974: 53-54).  The mouth of Rio dos Camarões became the site of a Portuguese-
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established slave-trading post frequented by traders from throughout Europe, with the 

English and French emerging as “principal competitors in international trade” (54).  

Through serving as an internationally valued trading site, Cameroon first became 

exposed to the contending interests of European powers, an experience that would sow 

the seeds for future rivalry. 

By the late nineteenth century, imperial presence in Africa was dominated by the 

French, the British, the Portuguese, and the Germans.  The 1884 unification of Germany 

initiated a vigorous German nationalist campaign for the acquisition of African territory, 

and consequently the magnitude of the German sphere of influence expanded, infringing 

upon the territories formerly frequented by the French, English, and Portuguese.  The 

region comprising what is now Cameroon was dominated by the British and Germans, 

and as the British repeatedly refused to assume territorial responsibility for the region, 

the Germans gained a more complete territorial dominance. 

Seeking to solidify German territorial dominance, Emperor Wilhelm I held the 

1884 Berlin Conference.  The conference served as “a symbolic nicety that prevented the 

Europeans from going to war against each other for territory in Africa” (DeLancey 

1989:9).  While preventing the violent resolution of territorial disputes among 

Europeans, the result of the Berlin Conference for the inhabitants of the subjected 

African states was tragic.  Having established the rule that a European claim to a 

territory had to be substantiated by the actual occupation of the region, the conference 

unleashed a rapid “scramble” for African territory during which leading European 

powers sought to acquire and dominate as much land and as many peoples as possible 

and to assert their sphere of influence (Eyongetah and Brain 1974: 62).  Through the 

violent use of “divide and conquer” techniques, the Germans gained formal control over 

“Kamerun.” In doing so, they established a precedence of violent, authoritarian colonial 
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rule (DeLancey 1989: 9) and legitimized Cameroon’s objectification as an object of 

imperial competition. 

The German domination of the people of Kamerun was by no means met 

favorably by the Cameroonian population.  The colonizers were continually forced to 

engage in violent combat to maintain their rule over the territory: “Scarcely a year went 

past after 1888 without open hostilities in some part of the colony” (Eyongateh and 

Brain 1974: 72).  J. F. Ade Ajayi (1994), author of “Peace, Stability, and Legitimacy in 

Africa,” affirms this destabilization as an effect of imperial rivalry.  He writes: 

If there had been a single Great Power instead of a multiplicity of 
imperial powers, the history of the scramble, partition, and 
pacification would have been different.  In the absence of rivalry 
and competition, the single Great Power would have taken time in 
acquiring African land and in choosing how and when to compel 
obedience (P. 220). 

Furthermore, he maintains that the outbreak and development of suppressed tensions 

among the rival powers inadvertently impact the territory around which the rivalry is 

centered: “When, however, the suppressed European rivalries and unresolved conflicts 

broke out into a World War in 1914, Africa felt the added instability of being subject to a 

multiplicity of imperial powers” (italics mine) (Ajayi 1994: 220).   

Ajayi (1994) thus maintains that the presence of rivalry during the colonization 

of Africa was significant because the rivalry served to destabilize the subjected colonial 

states.  The onset of World War I in Europe had, in fact, instigated a period of 

instability in Cameroon, triggering the French and British invasion of the German colony 

of Kamerun.  The military campaign, which lasted until 1916, was finally resolved when 

the League of Nations allotted mandates to the French and British, inaugurating the 

period of shared colonial rule that would place Cameroon at the focal point of the 

Anglo-French imperial rivalry. 
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The inheritance by Cameroon of a system of duel rule from the British and the 

French was complicated by the drastically different colonial techniques employed by the 

two imperial powers.  From the French perspective, the race for African territory was 

justified as a mission civilisatrice [civilizing mission] bringing the ‘light’ of French 

Christianity, culture, and democracy to even the most isolated and ‘savage’ innards of 

the ‘dark’ continent (DeLancey 1989: 30).  The doctrines of France’s mission, derived 

from the universalism of the 1789 French Revolution, espoused the ideals of Liberté, 

Égalité, Fraternité (Martin 1995: 2), concepts that would be wholly violated over the 

course of France’s presence as a colonial power. “The object was to make Cameroun 

[French spelling] a part of France itself, to persuade the natives to learn the French 

language, to read French newspapers, attend French schools, adopt French ways of 

thinking and living and, in short, to turn them into Frenchmen” (Eyongetah and Brain 

1974: 113).  As their cultural imperialism makes evident, the French espoused a belief in 

the superiority of their own culture and society, that originating from the Gaul ethnicity, 

and they subsequently sought to “Gallicize” the populations under their control 

(DeLancey 1989: 3). 

In contrast, the British model of colonization operated almost strictly for the 

establishment of a productive agricultural economy in its Cameroonian mandate and 

placed little, if any, emphasis on the transmission of British cultural values.  In addition 

to the facilitation and expansion of lucrative plantations, the administrators of the 

British mandate possessed two goals: “the development of a superior class within 

society, an elite that would be based on economic factors rather than traditional sources 

of prestige” and “the development of a new system of government that would replace 

the traditional forms of tribal rule” (DeLancey 1989: 20). 

The French sought to establish their authority through the assimilation of the 

Cameroonian people into the French culture, thus establishing an implicit relationship of 
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economic dependence on French goods.  In contrast, the British aimed to establish a 

more direct form of economic dependence in which an elite, pro-British socio-economic 

group controlled a structured, institutional government and thus directed and promoted 

commerce favorable to the British.  The clash between the French and British methods of 

colonization resulted in the establishment of two quite different mentalities of colonial 

subjectivity, as well as in the dissemination of two different colonial languages.  Though 

the infiltration of French culture in Cameroon was surely less profound than the French 

might have hoped for, the aggressive French cultural rayonnement (radiation) did 

establish a greater degree of group adhesion among the Francophones than among the 

anglophone population, thus predisposing the already divided Anglophones to further 

fragmentation.  This division between the Anglophones and Francophones created a 

fundamental fissure among the people who, despite their ethnic and linguistic diversity, 

were expected to assume a collective Cameroonian identity. 

The contrary nature of the French and British approaches to colonization 

partially accounts for the drastically different levels of development within the two 

mandates.  In the decades preceding Cameroonian independence from colonial rule, the 

French mandate far surpassed that of the British in its economic development: 

“Infrastructural development was substantially greater in the French mandate-trust than 

in the British as was economic development in general at the time of independence.  

There were significant differences in production, health care, transportation abilities, 

and therefore of the very general economic situation of the two states” (DeLancey 1989: 

27).  While this variation in economic development likely implied that the French reaped 

a greater profit from their colonial activities, the greater significance of the regional 

economic disparity is its implication for the socio-economic stratification of post-

colonial Cameroon. 
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The division of Cameroon into two distinct, economically-disparate mandates 

was arguably the catalyst for the development of a distinct social fissure within the 

nation.  The issue of language inevitably complicated the dislocation by practically 

isolating the anglophone and francophone populations from one another by precluding 

their ability to communicate.  The disproportional economic development in the two 

mandates, therefore, served to fuel an already burning conflict between two already 

distinct populations.  The conflict resulted in what Konings and Nyamnjoh (1997) refer 

to as “the anglophone problem,” the development of an “anglophone consciousness” 

characterized by “the feeling of being ‘marginalised’, ‘exploited’, and ‘assimilated’ by the 

francophone-dominated state, and even by the francophone population as a whole” (p. 

207).  As a result of their socio-economic disadvantage, anglophones experienced a 

general “lack of unity and severe repression” in the political sphere, serving only to 

aggravate their division from the francophone population (Konings and Nyamnjoh 1997: 

213). 

Furthermore, Cameroon’s French, British, and German colonial heritages served 

to establish systems of elitist, hierarchal rule that plague the country even today.  

Through German schools, directed British objectives, and the highly problematic French 

colonial policy, le code de l’indigénat, all three colonial systems established a hierarchal 

ordering of society (DeLancey 1989: 2,20; Eyongetah and Brain 1974: 113).  By 

presenting these new systems of hierarchy, the colonial powers undermined the historic 

system of traditional leadership, thus establishing power conflicts among those 

expecting political control.1  The unaligned motives of the colonial powers, instigated by 

their imperial rivalry, resulted in further conflicts of power as traditional leadership 

roles were challenged by multiple opposed ranks of elites whose legitimation was 

derived from the different imperial powers. 
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The emergence of France as the dominating colonial power in the decades 

preceding independence was not only linked to the aggressiveness of the French in their 

mission civilisatrice and infrastructural development efforts, but also can be traced to 

events in the larger geopolitical sphere.  The end of World War II and the subsequent rise 

of cold war tensions catalyzed the dramatic transformation of global international 

relations.  The desperately competitive scramble for territorial rule in Africa came to a 

sudden halt as the East-West rivalry of the Cold War developed.    Competition for 

resources was put on hold as traditionally rival European states joined forces to combat 

the Soviet “threat” and “preserve democracy.”  In the interest of protecting and 

asserting its anti-communist ideology, the United States emerged as a new player in 

much of the Third World. 

While the United States actively asserted its power in Latin America and Asia 

over the course of the cold war, the situation in Africa was different.  Having expanded 

its influence throughout the African continent during the early stages of colonization, 

France adopted a paternalistic mindset towards its presence in Africa which, to some 

degree, it maintains today.  “Francophone Africa is perceived as belonging to the French 

traditional sphere of influence by virtue of historical links and geographical proximity.  

According to this version of the Monroe Doctrine, it is seen as constituting a natural 

French preserve – domaine reserve or pré-carré – off limits to other foreign powers, whether 

perceived as friends or foes.” (Martin 1995: 5-6).  France was not alone in subscribing to 

the perception that francophone Africa represented its chasse gardée (private hunting 

ground).  Rather than actively asserting pro-Western influence through their direct 

presence in Africa, the United States, as the leader of the “free” capitalist world, 

instead elected to encourage and bolster French imperial dominance. 

With the United States’ emerging as a world superpower, France’s political 

support from Washington during the final decades of formal colonization served to 
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deepen the divide between the British and French mandates in Cameroon.  As French 

influence was strengthened and somewhat legitimized by its American support, the 

British presence, and subsequently the Cameroonian anglophone populations, became 

increasingly marginalized.  Having sowed the seeds for class conflict along linguistic 

boundaries, the colonization of Cameroon by a multiplicity of powers launched the 

country into its independent rule in 1960 in a precarious position. 

When the independence movements of the 1950s and 1960s forced European 

colonial powers to relinquish control of their African territories, care was taken on the 

part of the European states to assure their continued control within the region.  In 

partitioning the spoils of the conquest, the rival powers established borders and 

maintained them forcefully, undermining and overriding traditional boundaries.  The 

strategic partitioning of states through the drawing of artificial boundaries as well as the 

appointment of strong leaders cooperative with European interests served to facilitate 

the post-colonial control of the new African governments by their former colonial 

powers. 

In Cameroon, the shift from formal colonization by the French and British to the 

state’s official independence entailed the recognition of state’s internal rivalry.  The 

decision over whether or not to unify the anglophone Southern Cameroon with its 

politically and economically dominant French partner engaged debate among parties 

both at domestic and international levels.  At the domestic level, persuasive arguments 

were made concerning the social advantage of joining anglophone Cameroon with 

Nigeria, thus eliminating the “anglophone problem” (Konings and Nyamnjoh 1997; 

DeLancey 1989: 42).  Opposing arguments insisted that the joining of the relatively 

undeveloped Southern Cameroon to the thriving French Cameroon would integrate 

anglophone Cameroonians into a larger, economically advanced federation, thereby 

jumpstarting its economic productivity and subsequently benefiting its populous 
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(DeLancey 1989: 43).  In addition, there were debates both for and against the 

unification of Cameroon with Nigeria that argued the importance of maintaining ethnic 

and linguistic lineages, drawing attention to the depth and complexity of the post-

colonial (and in many ways post-modern) identity conflicts that debates and 

negotiations are helpless to solve. 

At an international level, however, the negotiation of borders significantly 

impacted the condition of long-existing rivalries.  In considering Kenneth Waltz’s (1979) 

observation that “flexibility of alignment narrows one’s choice of policies” (p. 165), it is 

logical to presume that the continued presence of both French and British foreign 

influence would narrow independent Cameroon’s political choice.  In trying to appeal to 

both external forces, Cameroon would adapt its policies to coincide with its perception 

of British or French interests and, as a result, hope to engage in the most economically 

and strategically advantageous relationship.  Given this theory, it follows that the 

unification of Southern Cameroon with French Cameroon, by reinforcing the state’s 

flexibility of alignment and thus narrowing its choices, would potentially enable the 

British and the French to conspire so as to limit Cameroon’s political leverage to their 

mutual advantage.  Through strategies such as this, Cameroon’s former colonial powers 

assured their continued influence within the region and manipulative power over 

Cameroon even after formal decolonization. 

Thus, the 1961 “reunification” of anglophone and francophone Cameroon by 

President Ahmadou Ahidjo2 sealed Cameroon’s fate to be torn by the divisions of 

imperial rivalry by providing the anglophone world with a foothold into the resource-

rich, strategically-valuable, French-dominated state.  Given France’s economic and 

political regional dominance, however, the reunification’s positioning of Cameroon 

within the continuing Anglo-French rivalry would not bear consequences until the decline 

of French power that coincided with the dissipation of the geopolitical pressure of the 
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cold war.  Embraced as a primary interest in francophone Africa by the French, whose 

dominance was internationally endorsed by the West, Cameroon emerged in 1960 as an 

officially independent state, controlled by the monopolistic presence of France and 

relatively uninhibited by imperial collaboration and rivalry. 

 

French Neo-Colonial Monopoly 
The Post-Colonial, Cold War Era 

 

Though the cold war affirmation of France’s imperial presence in francophone 

Africa allowed Cameroon to momentarily escape from the tensions of inter-imperial 

rivalry, the final stages of colonization and the process of decolonization resulted in its 

deep entrenchment under French domination.  Though one might find a respite from the 

destabilizing, conflict-arousing rivalry to be welcomed, the imperial monopoly that 

replaced the inter-imperialist rivalry carried detrimental consequences of its own.  The 

French monopoly, however, was not exclusively promoted by external French interests.  

Cameroon’s own political leadership, installed and heavily sanctioned by the French, 

engaged in pro-French policies that perpetuated the imperial domination.  Despite 

having formally professed a commitment to nonalignment in relation to its policies with 

its former colonial powers, Cameroon’s policies have demonstrated a distinct preference 

of alignment with France (Kofele-Kale 1981).  During the period following its 

independence, Cameroon and France actively pursued and strengthened their political 

and economic ties.  These efforts coincided with a more subtle retraction of British 

involvement, resulting in the decline of the historic Anglo-French rivalry and the rise of 

unilateral French domination of Cameroonian foreign affairs. 

The effects of French influence over Cameroonian politics began to present 

themselves prior to Cameroon’s 1960 independence.  During the early stages of 

decolonization, the political developments in French Cameroon set the tone for the 
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violence and French-backed authoritarianism that was to unfold in the decades 

following formal independence.  In 1956, the French acceptance of a loi cadre (frame-

work law) “expanded the powers of [Cameroonian] assemblies, enlarged the electorate, 

and provided for the discussion and the eventual granting of independence to 

Cameroon” (DeLancey 1989:37).  In response to the promise of independence, 

Cameroonian political parties began reorienting their agendas and concerns to adapt to 

their future independent rule, thus adding external, foreign affairs to the domestic 

politics to which they had formerly been solely devoted.  The establishment of the loi 

cadre catalyzed the formation of several political parties and Cameroon’s political 

sphere began to evolve into what resembled the early stages of a multi-partisan 

democracy. 

The role of France in the inter-party struggles bore testament to the colonial 

power’s intention of remaining active in Cameroon.  Ahmadou Ahidjo, the leader of the 

northern-based political party, Union Camerounaise, emerged as France’s chosen 

candidate for the presidency.  Ahidjo’s Cameroonian “support was not based on 

ideology but on the pragmatic ability to protect and further the interests of the 

traditional ruling elite of the northern Fulani and the interests of the rising commercial 

class of that region” (DeLancey 1989: 40).  Lacking a platform that appealed to the 

entire Cameroonian populous, Ahidjo’s political success was derived from his close 

relationship with the lingering French presence.  Through this channel, he succeeded in 

being elected to the general assembly in 1952 and to the territorial assembly in 1954. 

The support of Ahidjo on the part of the French was derived from the 

politician’s commitment to economic stability and growth.  In a 1973 campaign speech, 

Ahidjo stated that his party’s “fundamental objective [was] the continuous 

consolidation of national unity aimed at providing the State with the greatest possible 

stability and efficiency in its necessary action in favour of development” (Stark 1980: 
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283).  Frank M. Stark (1980) suggests that Ahidjo’s commitment to stability and 

development demonstrated “the normative neo-Rousseaunian argument that the single 

party expresses the general will for rapid economic development” (p. 280).  The popular 

(though likely coerced) Cameroonian support for Ahidjo coupled with his French 

orientation and commitment to capitalist development made him an ideal candidate for 

France’s support in light of a growing active opposition against French influence (Stark 

1980: 276).  Consequently, Ahidjo became France’s representative and advocate, 

extending the political influence of the French from their colonial rule directly to the new 

Cameroonian government and reinforcing the French monopoly of power over Cameroon. 

Ahidjo’s 1958 election as prime minister placed both him and the French in the 

position to achieve greater power and control.  DeLancey (1989) refers to Cameroonian 

leader’s demand for immediate independence from France (p. 40), but remarks that 

Ahidjo “made no public mention of a series of agreements drawn up in late 1959 

providing for widespread cooperation between France and Cameroon in economic, 

cultural, political, and military affairs” (p. 41).  Furthermore, Ahidjo signed ten treaties 

with France in November of 1960, confirming his intention of maintaining a cooperative 

relationship with the French (Kofele-Kale 1981: 201).  In addition, Ahidjo’s open 

support for the unification of the French and British mandates represented an act of 

“co-opting the major planks of the [opposition party’s] platform and bowing to popular 

public demands” (DeLancey 1989: 40), an act that significantly weakened any challenge 

to his authority and provided predominantly France, but also Britain to a lesser extent, 

with continued influence through the maintenance of the anglophone-francophone 

divide.  Under French sponsorship, Ahidjo unleashed a campaign of “severe military 

attacks” against his opposition’s underground organizational network (DeLancey 1989: 

40), further launching him toward the authoritarianism that would assure the stability he 

promised to provide.  His undisguised acceptance of French military assistance and 
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clandestine agreement to cooperate closely with French interests sealed Cameroon’s fate 

to remain under a monopolistic domination by France. 

At the time of independence, French dominance in the Cameroon was reflected 

not only in Ahidjo’s direct political alignment with France, but also in its patterns of 

economic relations.  “In 1961 France accounted for 59 percent of Cameroon exports and 

55 percent of its imports,” constituting a powerful role in the economy of the new 

country (DeLancey 1989: 107).  Twenty years later, Kofele-Kale (1981) reported that 

France purchased 28% of Cameroonian exports and provided 47% of its imports, rates 

which, despite their reduction over time, maintain France as Cameroon’s largest single 

trade partner (pp. 203-204).  Having developed a dependence on European goods 

during its colonization, postcolonial Cameroon’s economy was heavily reliant on 

imports, reinforcing its relationship with France and providing the French with a venue 

for the continued imposition of its cultural values. 

French economic dominance in francophone Africa was assured by France’s 

aggressive cultural rayonnement (radiation), but also by its control of monetary policies 

through la zone franc (the franc zone).  Established in the early 1960s, the franc zone 

constituted a financial community among France’s thirteen former colonies and provided 

France control over “their money supply…, their monetary and financial regulations, 

their banking activities, their credit allocation and, ultimately, their budgetary and 

economic policies” (Martin 1995: 12).  The franc zone provided the French with a direct 

instrument for controlling its economic relationship with its former colonies’.  Perhaps 

the most dramatic demonstration of francophone Africa’s dependence on the French 

economy was the pinning of the CFA franc (the currency of la Communauté Financière 

d'Afrique) to the French franc.  Martin (1995) maintains that, as a result of this direct 

relationship, “any modification in the value of the French franc against other currencies 

automatically and fully affects the CFA franc without African governments being 
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consulted prior to any devaluation decision.  Ultimately, the CFA franc appears to be a 

mere appendage of the French franc, with no real autonomy of its own” (p. 12).  

France’s complete control of the Central African currency reinforced the strength of its 

monopoly over Cameroonian affairs. 

As the French asserted their dominance over Cameroonian economics through 

trade relations and direct monetary control, the British experienced a simultaneous 

weakening of their economic relationship with their former colony.  Kofele-Kale (1981) 

attributes this decline first and foremost to the reunification of anglophone Cameroon 

with its economically-dominant French partner (p. 205).  The reunification resulted in 

anglophone Cameroon’s removal from the British Commonwealth, the termination of its 

membership within the British sterling zone, and its incorporation into the French franc 

zone.  In the face of already weakening trade relationships, anglophone Cameroon’s 

incorporation into the franc zone catalyzed the pull out of a significant number of large 

British firms from the region (Kofele-Kale 1981: 205).  The widespread sale of their 

business enterprises signified that the British, who had already sold many of their 

plantations to private interests prior to World War II (DeLancey 1989: 19), were 

relinquishing much of their formal economic stakes in Cameroon.  This forfeit of British 

economic influence further demonstrates the French ascent to economic, political, and 

cultural monopoly over Cameroon. 

The British estrangement from Cameroon in the decades following World War II 

was all but unexpected.  France’s role as “proxy gendarme of the West” (Martin 1995: 

8) in francophone Africa reinforced the supremacy of its influence with Western 

support.  Furthermore, Guy Martin (1995) maintains that “during the cold war, France 

was generally perceived by most African states as a respectable middle power, free from 

superpower hegemony, truly non-aligned, and thus a natural ally of the Third World” 

(p. 8).  France’s domination over francophone Africa during the cold war was therefore 
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legitimized and endorsed both by the African states under its influence and by the larger 

pro-capitalist international community. 

The concurrence of the Cameroonian movement toward independence with the 

monopolistic cold war domination by the French significantly impacted the formation of 

the independent Cameroon’s political structures and economic policies.  Referring back 

to Kenneth Waltz’s Theory of International Politics (1979) and the assumption that the 

presence of a multiplicity of imperial powers narrows a state’s political choice, it can be 

inferred that domination by one single power would then result in the expansion of a 

state’s political choice.  By providing state’s government with increased political agency, 

the presence of one dominating imperial power empowers the state’s leader with the 

leverage to make demands of both the imperial state and of the dominated state’s 

populous.  To use the language of Waltz (1979), if a state is neither wooing nor being 

wooed by a potential alliance partner, it has little incentive to present itself as an 

attractive partner.  Consequently, it will seek to serve only its self-interest and the 

interests of its present ally, a condition that will predispose it to totalitarian despotism.    

Furthermore, whilst the presence of more than one imperial power results in the 

formation of internal domestic factions vying for international recognition and support, 

the domination by one imperial power results in the bolstering of only one domestic 

party.  Referring once again to J. F. Ade Ajayi (1994), the presence of a multiplicity of 

European powers in Africa has historically led to the instability of African states.  As 

potential alliance partners attempt to forge relationships with a targeted state, internal 

factions within the state break off to ally themselves with the wooing parties with the 

ultimate goal being their ascension to power in the event of the formation of a successful 

alliance.  The support of these internal factions by wooing imperial states results in 

increased competition between opposing domestic political parties.  In the absence of an 

efficiently-functioning democratic state-machinery, this competition leads to the 
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destabilization of the state politics.  In contrast, the imbalanced support of the leading 

party in the absence of support for its opposition leads to the development of 

authoritarian regimes with little accountability to the general population. 

In the shadow of the fierce U.S.-Soviet rivalry of the cold war, the maintenance 

of stable, capitalist-oriented relationships with newly formed African states was of 

utmost importance to the Western blocs as it sought to secure political allies.  Thus, as 

stability is more easily assured through the strong, totalitarian rule of a dictator, the 

French monopolistic dominance perfectly served the desires of the West by establishing 

an authoritarian, pro-capitalist regime in Cameroon.  The general cold war desire on the 

part of Western states for stable states led to the widespread support and endorsement 

of this totalitarianism. 

The development of the cold war launched Cameroon toward an era of complete 

French dominance marked by a continued French cultural assault, the reign of two 

authoritarian dictators in cahoots with the French, and France’s outright control of 

Cameroonian politics and economics.  According to Kwame Nkrumah (1965), “The 

essence of neo-colonialism is that the State which is subject to it is, in theory, 

independent and has all the outward trappings of international sovereignty.  In reality, 

its economic system and thus its political policy is directed from outside” (p. ix).  By 

this definition, the continued presence of the French in Cameroon constituted neo-

colonial rule.  Under the monopolistic French neo-colonialism, Cameroon fell under a 

system of authoritarian rule that denied the populous its needs and served only to 

further the interests of the French imperialists and their elitist Cameroonian allies.   

In 1981, Ndiva Kofele-Kale wrote that “French hegemony in Cameroon is assured 

precisely because French interests and those of Cameroon’s political leadership 

coincide” (p. 201).  At the time, Kofele-Kale’s observation reflected only upon two-

decade rule of Ahmadou Ahidjo.  In 1982, however, Ahidjo’s unexpected resignation 
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from the presidency inaugurated a new era of totalitarian rule.  Prime minister, Paul 

Biya, Ahidjo’s successor according to constitutional law, took office in November of 

1982 as a political puppet of the still power-hungry Ahidjo.  According to DeLancey 

(1989), however, “Biya was neither the puppet Ahidjo expected nor the autocrat Ahidjo 

had been” (p. 67). 

A francophone Christian from the south of Cameroon, Biya made a bold move 

just months after the transfer of power by “[undertaking] a major cabinet shuffle in 

which he removed several longtime Ahidjo associates… and replaced them with men of 

his own—younger technocrats, some with previous ministerial experience” (DeLancey 

1989:67).  Significantly, Biya made his move just prior to the arrival in Cameroon of 

French president, Francois Mitterand, whose visit then symbolized Biya’s informal 

support and recognition from the French (DeLancey 1989). 

Despite having seemingly assumed Ahidjo’s former role of French steward to 

Cameroon, Biya espoused a rhetoric that indicated the possibility of political 

liberalization and economic reform.  In describing his intended policy of “communal 

liberalism,” Biya said: “The dream of a united mankind, the establishment of a new 

political society, the promotion of an economy at the service of Man, the emergence of a 

national culture sustained by ethnic cultures, the implementation of social justice and the 

development of the humane in Man are the many legitimate ambitions on which I base 

my action at the helm of the Cameroonian state” (DeLancey 1989: 73).  Continuing now 

after twenty-three years, Biya’s presidency has proved to be far less fruitful than he had 

promised.  Western toleration of Biya’s political failures and lack of democratic reforms 

reflects upon “an overriding preoccupation with anti-communism [that] led Washington 

policy-makers to downplay rising economic deterioration and politico-military 

repression in francophone countries as long as their leaders were willing to support US 

containment policies” (Schraeder 1995: 547-548). 
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Despite his failure to realize his declared political objectives, Biya’s rule has been 

marked by a dramatic transformation of the political and economic atmosphere 

surrounding Cameroon.  Having begun his presidency under the protective wing of 

French influence, Biya found himself the target of a renewed imperial rivalry as the 

tensions of the cold war diffused into a revived economic scramble for influence in 

Africa.  Whether the result of his policy implementations or of general changes in the 

geopolitical situation, Biya has stood witness as the political and economic atmosphere 

of Cameroon transformed from one dominated by French monopolistic neo-colonialism 

to one torn, once again, between the interests of competing imperial powers. 

 

American-French Rivalry 
The Post-Cold War Period of Democratization 

 

 When the Berlin Wall fell in 1989, the bipolar tension between the West and the 

East shattered, catalyzing the revival of old, buried rivalries as well as the development 

of new ones.  The “victory” of the capitalist West, however, was not received positively 

by all those countries which had been aligned with the capitalist cause.  According to 

Peter Schraeder (1995): 

The steadfast belief that francophone Africa constitutes a chasse 
gardée – literally, an ‘exclusive hunting ground’ – explains why 
some Africa specialists within the French establishment cautiously 
greeted the fall of the Berlin Wall and the decline of communism.  
In sharp contrast to the preceding era when the West (especially 
America) sought to strengthen and enhance France’s privileged 
rôle in francophone Africa as a bulwark against communism, the 
end of the cold war seemingly has heightened economic and 
political competition among the Western powers” (Pp. 540). 
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France’s dominance in francophone Africa became the object of desire among 

international investors and the period of its unchallenged imperial monopoly came to a 

dramatic halt as a new era of inter-imperial rivalry was ushered in. 

 The cold war superpower rivalry between the United States and the Soviets had 

“marked the beginning of widespread American involvement in the Third World” 

(Schraeder 1995: 545), yet American involvement had been predominantly limited to its 

support of France as a shield against communism.  The international preoccupation with 

the cold war rivalry resulted in the sponsorship of relatively smaller-scale imperial 

monopolies.  The fall of the Berlin Wall and end of the American-Soviet rivalry enabled 

the United States to reengage in global affairs with a new flexibility and thus served to 

instigate the formation of new inter-imperial rivalries. 

 The African continent, which had been explicitly divided between Western and 

Eastern bloc interests, experienced a halt in international capitalist competition for its 

resources during the cold war.  Though the fall of the Berlin Wall seemingly reopened the 

continent to unhindered capitalist competition and exploitation, the administration of 

George H. W. Bush was reluctant to engage the United States in commerce and political 

commitments in Africa.  Bush Sr. upheld what has been called a policy of “cynical 

disengagement” from Africa (Schraeder 1995: 558). 

 The inauguration of Bill Clinton in 1993 ushered in not only a new American 

president but also a new American approach toward Africa.  Warren Christopher, 

former US Secretary of State under the Clinton administration said in 1996 that “the 

time has passed when Africa could be carved into spheres of influence, or when outside 

powers could view whole groups of states as their private domain” (Schraeder 2000).  

The Clinton administration adopted several diplomatic objectives concerning Africa, 

“including security, conflict management and transformation, the training of 

peacekeepers, the enlargement of democracy, human rights, trade, debt relief, health 
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protection…, and the protection of the environment” (Rothchild 2002: 214).3  Anthony 

Lake, the first Clinton administration’s National Security Adviser explained that these 

objectives were intended to replace cold war strategies: “The successor to a doctrine of 

containment… must be a strategy of enlargement – enlargement of the world’s free 

community of market democracies” (Rothchild 2002: 223). 

 Peter Schraeder (1995) suggests that Clinton’s adoption of a political doctrine of 

democratization was not unique to the post-cold war era.  According to Schraeder 

(1995), “the most notable international development that accompanied the end of the 

cold war was the rise of democratization movements seeking an end to single party rule” 

(p. 551).  France, under the leadership of Francois Mitterand, announced its intentions 

to give official development assistance (ODA) only to countries that “were either 

democratic or seriously pursuing democratic change” (Schraeder 1995: 551).  With many 

of the global powers professing the same goal of democratization, political liberalization 

seemed to be an inevitable outcome.  Political liberalization, however, coincides with 

political instability, a condition that jeopardizes regional investments.  Furthermore, as 

the democratic process progresses and opposition parties earn greater status, imperial 

powers gain greater access to domestic parties willing to support their cause in trade for 

political endorsement.  The democratization movements following the fall of the Berlin 

Wall therefore facilitated the beginning of renewed imperial conflict in many of the 

countries being “democratized.” 

 Cameroon is no exception to this logic.  One of President Clinton’s first actions 

directed at Cameroon bore enormous significance for the countries democratic 

movement.  The 1992 election of Clinton in the United States coincided with presidential 

elections in Cameroon.  The Cameroonian elections, deemed “seriously flawed” by 

“foreign electoral observers,” resulted in Biya being reinstated as president.  Biya’s main 

opponent, anglophone John Fru Ndi of the Social Democratic Front (SDF), adamantly 
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declared himself the rightful winner and was subsequently placed under house arrest by 

the government (Reuters 1992).  In a decisive move by Clinton, then US president-elect, 

Fru Ndi and fifteen of his party members were invited to the US presidential 

inauguration, along with thirty members of Biya’s party.  The invitation was a clear 

show of support for Fru Ndi and the SDF, placing pressure on Biya to cooperate with 

American interests or else risk jeopardizing the stability of his state through the 

increased voice and power of an opposition endorsed by the United States.  Biya’s 

reputation for maintaining state stability and peace in Cameroon served as a primary 

source for his popular support, thus such a destabilization would mean potential loss of 

his political popularity and control.4  The United States’ threat to Biya, administered 

through support for Fru Ndi, constituted a powerful assertion of American influence in 

Cameroon and an indicator of the revival of inter-imperial rivalry over the state.  

Similarly, France sought to maintain its regional dominance in francophone 

Africa by negotiating “pacts” with individual African leaders (Schraeder 1995: 541).  

Having gradually slipped from the ranks of the great powers in the decades following 

the Second World War, France endeavored to “reassert [its] historial position in the 

‘front rank’ of global powers.” As the dominating economic force in the region, France 

had used it position of financial control as a mechanism of persuasion since it assumed 

its role of protector of its chasse gardée during the early stages of colonization.  In 

response to the United States’ challenge to their imperial monopoly, France intended to 

reassure Paul Biya of their commitment to Cameroon and persuade him from yielding to 

American interests: “Barely two months after having been re-elected to office in seriously 

flawed elections in October 1992, President Paul Biya of Cameroon was allocated FF650 

million in French economic aid” (Martin 1995: 15).  Furthermore, Schraeder (1995) 

reported that “the French Government… ‘sent a letter to Biya congratulating him on his 

victory’” (Schraeder 1995: 561). 
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The French and American open displays of association with opposing political 

parties in Cameroon manifested the emergence of a full-fledged inter-imperial rivalry, 

this time fought surreptitiously through financial aid and political endorsements rather 

than through the formal claims to authority asserted during colonization.  Peter 

Schraeder (1995) attests to the intensity of the imperial battles fought by means of 

official development assistance.  He maintains that “the form of even limited American 

commitments since the end of the cold war, when coupled with new directions in foreign 

policy toward Africa, have contributed to growing tensions with France” (Schraeder 

1995: 560).  While U.S. financial assistance to Cameroon has been dwarfed by the 

frequent allocation of “bail outs” by the French (Schraeder 1995: 554), the Americans 

have implemented “new directions” in their policies toward Cameroon (specifically in 

those directed at Fru Ndi), thus serving as a formidable competitor to French 

dominance. 

As a result of the pressures asserted on Biya by the United States in 

collaboration with Fru Ndi, the government of Cameroon took measures in the early 

1990s to liberalize its political system and provide “a certain degree of freedom of mass 

communication and association” (Konings and Nyamnjoh 1997: 215).  These measures 

of liberalization signify the success of the United States in asserting its influence, 

destabilizing the authoritarian government of Paul Biya, and providing venue for inter-

imperialist rivalry.  The Americans succeeded not only in forcing Biya’s government to 

liberalize and by providing an avenue for their sustained influence, but also in their 

efforts to weaken French dominance in the region. 

For the French, the 1990s represented a decade of withdrawal from Cameroon 

and much of la francophonie.  A clear demonstration of the relinquishing of French power 

occurred in 1994 with the devaluation of the CFA franc.  Under significant pressure 

from the World Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF) (two institutions with 
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strong American ties), the thirteen West and Central African member states of the 

African Financial Community (CFA), which includes Cameroon, agreed to devalue their 

common currency, the CFA franc, by 50% (Williams 1995).  The Financial Times 

attributed the need for devaluation to “lax domestic fiscal and monetary policies” and 

failed attempts “to correct their severe external and fiscal imbalances through fiscal 

austerity and attempted wage restraint” (Financial Times 1993).  In 1995, Guy Martin 

predicted that “the devaluation of the CFA franc [was] likely to result in France’s 

gradual (but substantial) loss of political, diplomatic, and economic power and 

influence in the francophone African states” (p. 20).  Thus, the devaluation “signal[ed] 

the demise of the Franco-African preferential monetary and trading area known as la 

zone franc [and] the dawn of new era in franco-African relations” (Martin 1995:1). 

 More than just symbolizing a resignation from imperial monopoly, however, the 

French decision to devalue the CFA “constituted a transfer of the burden of the huge 

foreign debts of [Cameroon] from the French Treasury to the Washington-based financial 

institutions,” namely the IMF and World Bank (Martin 1995: 18-19).  Having succumbed 

to the pressures of the IMF and World Bank, two institutions with heavy ties to the 

United States, the French were essentially forced by the Americans to relinquish their 

power and control to American interests.  Thus, the CFA devaluation represented a 

transfer of imperial control between the French and Americans, suggesting that the 

United States was already emerging victorious from the inter-imperial rivalry activated 

by the fall of the Berlin Wall. 

 The success of the Americans in achieving economic and political influence in 

Cameroon attests to the real motivations behind their doctrines of democratization.  

According to Peter Schraeder (1998), “the Clinton administration’s true priority [was] 

the cultivation of strategically located, pro-U.S. regimes capable of maintaining stability 

where civil wars and ethnic conflicts once raged” (p. 5).  By promoting the spread of 
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democracy, the Clinton administration effectively caused political liberalization in 

Cameroon.  Schraeder (1995) maintains that “the process of economic and political 

liberalization throughout francophone Africa poses strong risks to the high levels of 

influence previously enjoyed by the French.  According to this perspective, [the 

Americans] have little to lose and everything to gain from the creation of multi-party 

democracies in francophone Africa that are more fully integrated into the global 

economic system” (pp. 565-566). 

 Although the American movement for democratization in Africa reaped better 

rewards than that of the French, the policies of France were no less oriented toward 

strategic and economic interests.  When, in the early 1990s, Mitterand professed his 

intention to favor relations with democratically-oriented states, “proponents also 

believed that France would punish recalcitrant leaders by applying economic sanctions.” 

In reality, however, it became clear that France placed a higher value on “the more 

traditional goals of preserving and strengthening la francophonie” (Schraeder 1995: 552). 

 Pressured by one another as imperial rivals, both the French and the Americans 

disregarded their professed doctrines of democracy and freedom in order to secure their 

strategic position within the region.  While the Americans genuinely pursued 

democratization and political liberalization, they did so with the intention of locating a 

site for the insertion of their influence.  In contrast, the French flagrantly disregarded 

their professed commitment to democratization by continuing to provide financial 

assistance to Paul Biya despite widespread international allegations about Cameroon’s 

high levels of state-sponsored violence against its opposition parties, especially during 

the 1992 elections.  Despite threatening one another’s sphere of influence, both the 

French and the Americans share a common element in their relationship to Cameroon 

and the “Third World” in general.  Both imperial powers have come to possess “a 

growing recognition… of the importance of economics in the contemporary world” 
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(Schraeder 1995: 565).  After the fierce ideological battle of the cold war, this shift of 

priority away from ideology and towards economics constitutes a significant shift in 

geopolitical relationships as international interactions come to be based more on the 

capitalist market. 

 Having emerged from their cold war rivalry as a victorious, capitalist, global 

superpower, the United States engaged the African content with a fervor that surpassed 

that of the French.  Through the promotion of democracy, the United States adopted a 

strategy, according to Stephen Walt, of “hegemony on the cheap, because that is the only 

strategy the American people are likely to support’” (Rothchild 2002: 230).  Their 

presence in Cameroon succeeded in instigating an American-French inter-imperialist 

rivalry and, subsequently, in liberalizing Cameroonian politics.  The emergence of the 

Americans in the Cameroonian political sphere provided President Paul Biya with 

flexibility of alignment, which, according to Waltz (1979), served only to narrow his 

political choices, thus leaving Cameroon’s government vulnerable to the wills of its 

imperial powers.  As events like the 1994 devaluation of the CFA have demonstrated, 

the Americans appeared to dominate the post-cold war period of inter-imperial rivalry 

over Cameroon, while the French experienced enormous setbacks and loss of their formal 

hegemonic power. 

 

American Monopoly 
Regional Stability and Neo-liberal Reform 

 

 Despite the overwhelming sentiment in the United States that the contemporary 

approach to American foreign policy under George W. Bush differs dramatically from 

that of the Clinton administration, Cameroon experienced little significant change during 

the transition between U.S. presidential administrations.  Though not as vocal as 

Clinton about his goals in Africa, Bush appears to have picked up where Clinton left off.  
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The final years of Clinton’s administration and the first term of George W. Bush’s 

presidency were characterized by a dramatic and almost complete French retreat from 

Cameroonian affairs.  The French retreat marked the end of another, albeit short, period 

of inter-imperial rivalry and ushered in the monopolistic, neo-colonial dominance of the 

Americans. 

In the last decade, Cameroon has undergone significant transformations in its 

economic and political agendas, shedding the chains of its colonial bind to France and 

looking outwards to the economic potential of incorporation into the greater 

international community.  These changes, though gradual, are represented in Cameroon’s 

increased dealings with supranational economic actors such as the IMF and the World 

Bank.  In many cases, the reforms prescribed by the IMF have taken place in name only.  

Ranked by Transparency International, a Berlin-based NGO, in both 1999 and 2004 as 

the most corrupt country in the world (Madeley 1999; Williamson 2004), Cameroon’s 

ability to function in a free-market economy is severely hindered by high rates of bribe-

paying, political favors, and unfair business practices.  

Cameroon’s hesitance to implement IMF austerity measures during the post-cold 

war American-French rivalry reveals the leverage it achieved by wavering between its 

two rival powers.  By aligning formally with neither imperial power, Cameroon forced 

both the French and the Americans to continue their efforts at “wooing” the state and 

allowed itself, as an object of imperial interest, the freedom to ignore both sides’ policy 

prescriptions.  Imperial rivalry thus emboldened Cameroonian President Biya with the 

leverage to defy the neo-colonial wishes of its imposing superpowers and assert himself 

as a player in global politics and economics. 

Despite Biya’s lack of compliance with IMF austerity prescriptions, his 

negotiations with the United States and its associated supranational organizations 

signified a recognizable shift of Cameroon away from the aging relations with its former 
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colonial power, France.  The weakening of French-Cameroonian ties, however, has not 

simply been the result of Cameroon being “wooed” by the United States.  Instead, the 

French have made decisive moves that are indicative of their own transformed and 

perhaps waning interest in the region. Preceded by the devaluation of the CFA, a clear 

show of declining French influence, the quintessential model of the forfeit of French 

power in Cameroon is exemplified in the 1999 pull-out of the formerly state-run French 

oil company, Elf Aquitaine, now part of the privatized French TotalFinaElf, from the 

World Bank-sponsored Chad-Cameroonian pipeline project. 

The Chad-Cameroonian pipeline, now considered one of the most socially 

disastrous, albeit profitable, World Bank programs in history, constituted one of the 

first major post-colonial investments in Cameroon.  With the extraction of valuable 

Chadian oil as its objective, the success of the pipeline project relied heavily on the 

compliance and stability of Cameroon, through which the 1070 kilometer pipeline would 

run.  Spearheaded by the American oil company, Exxon, and under the guidance of the 

World Bank, the project was to be run by a conglomerate of three oil companies, with 

Exxon’s investment in approximately 40% of the equity being co-financed by Royal 

Dutch Shell (40%) and French Elf Aquitaine (20%).  For reasons that were never formally 

announced, Shell and Elf backed out of the deal, being replaced by the Malaysian 

company Petronas, with 35% of the equity, and the American company Chevron, 

holding the remaining 25% (Katsouris 2000).  With the contributions of the American oil 

companies’ comprising 65% of total investments in the pipeline project, the new 

conglomerate represents a deep U.S. commitment to its presence in Cameroon and, 

subsequently, a strict American dedication to the promotion of the state’s stability. 

The French withdrawal from the pipeline project reflects upon crucial trends in 

the relationship of imperial powers to Cameroon.  First, Cameroon’s critical role in the 

access of the international community to both its own oil and to that belonging to Chad 
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has given the country the leverage to essentially determine its own standards for 

compliance.  The widespread sentiment of finance capital, as voiced through the 

Financial Times, is that the political stability of the source country takes precedence over 

its economic and political conditions when assessing oil interests.  The leverage Biya 

achieved through manipulating the competing French and American interests made 

Cameroon an insecure location of investment because of the uncertainty of his 

government’s willingness to comply with investors’ demands. 

The growing dominance of American influence in Cameroon placed French oil 

investors in a precarious position: to invest in a cooperative project with the United 

States would have been to prolong and exacerbate the French-American rivalry over 

Cameroon.  The only way to securely invest in Chadian oil was to eliminate the imperial 

rivalry over Cameroon, thus depriving the Cameroonian government of leverage and 

subsequently assuring the stability of the state and security of the pipeline.  The back 

out of Elf Aquitaine thus represented the recognition of the French of the impossibility of 

their situation.  Having been dwarfed by American influence in Cameroon, the French 

were left with few investment options.  In the interest of saving face and holding onto 

the last vestiges of their imperial control, the French could have chosen to invest in the 

Chad-Cameroonian pipeline and, in doing so, predispose the project to instability 

through the maintenance of the American-French inter-imperial rivalry.  Lacking a viable 

alternative, the French chose to pull their interests out of Cameroon and end the inter-

imperialist rivalry with the recognition that the possibility of lucrative investment had 

been lost to American dominance. 

The July 2003 completion of the pipeline construction sealed American imperial 

dominance and economic interests in Cameroon.  Just months before, former president of 

Elf, Loik le Floch-Prigent, under trial for the misuse of the company’s public funds, 

“testified in court that the company paid commissions to the leaders of the African 
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countries in which it did business,” including President Paul Biya of Cameroon (Norval 

2003).  Le Floch-Prigent was quoted by the French financial press, Agence France-Presse 

(1996), as saying that the Gaullists, the conservative, protectionist French political 

party, “sought to make Elf their secular arm in Africa.”  With oil politics long serving 

French regional interests through the clandestine activities of Elf, the acknowledgement 

of the company’s corrupt behavior signified an end of such coercive political methods 

and a further renunciation of French imperial influence. 

Just over a year later, the Cameroonian presidential elections of October 2004 

provided evidence of the full ousting of France from dominance within the Cameroonian 

political sphere.  Reinvigorated after the allegedly fraudulent presidential elections of 

1992, John Fru Ndi entered the 2004 presidential race again as one of the more powerful 

opposing candidates.  The American support on which he had placed his confidence in 

the 1992 elections, however, failed to present itself.  Instead, the United States, under 

the Bush administration, had taken a dramatic step away from the democratization 

movement.  In 2003, a year prior to the elections, President George W. Bush and 

Secretary of State Colin Powell dined with Paul Biya, an unquestionable demonstration 

of the Americans’ abandonment of its doctrine of democratization and endorsement of a 

leader and candidate widely accused sponsoring violence and oppression within 

Cameroon.  The 2004 elections affirmed the United States’ support for Biya.  Again, 

despite widespread allegations of fraud, Biya was elected president.  Instead of offering 

political support for the defeated Fru Ndi as Clinton had done in 1992, the Bush 

administration left him to cope with the disastrous fragmentation of the opposition.  

The new American alliance with Biya, France’s old strongman, attests to the decay of 

the Franco-Cameroonian relations. 

The full control and manipulation of Biya by the Americans is demonstrated in 

the new Biya administration’s implementation of neo-liberal reform.  While the execution 
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of IMF prescriptions for economic liberalization has been admittedly slow, Cameroon 

has nonetheless made recent and unmistakable steps toward liberalizing both its 

economy and its government.  In response to the interests of his international investors, 

Biya has made decisive moves in recent years to ensure the stability of his government.  

WMRC Daily Analysis reported that in the 2002 National Assembly elections, Biya 

“chose” to sacrifice the exclusiveness of his ethnic group, the Beti, within the government 

in order to maintain an “inclusive government” in the hopes of appeasing his anglophone 

opponents.  This move was judged as an attempt to “head off potentially dangerous 

dissatisfaction from English-speaking Cameroonians” (Simpson 2002).  According to the 

financial press, undemocratic behavior is only significant insofar as it is “obscene” 

enough to disrupt political stability and subsequently prevent access to oil reserves 

(Melville 2004a).4  Biya’s move towards political liberalization thus represents an 

attempt on the part of Cameroon to “woo” international investors, indicating its 

economic independence from its former colonial powers. 

Since political stability is in the interest of all international investors whether 

they be American, French, or multinational, it is important to recognize that Biya’s recent 

political reconfigurations, which aimed to incorporate neo-liberal reform initiatives, are 

also suggestive of a distinct alignment with the interests of the United States and the 

IMF.  In a significant move toward reform, Biya made a series of dismissals in his 

cabinet, including the replacement of former Finance Minister Michel Meva'a Meboutou, 

a high profile politician who had become “increasingly controversial… following the 

[IMF’s] suspension of Cameroon's Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility (PRGF) 

arrangement in May 2004 and the cancellation of preparations for the country's 

accession to the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) debt-relief initiative” (Melville 

2004b).  His replacement with the American-educated (All Africa 2004), technocratic, 

former successful tax chief, Polycarpe Abah Abah, described as “likely to be more 
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amenable to the multilaterals,” constitutes a dramatic leap toward a Cameroonian 

alliance with American business interest (Melville 2004b).Error! Bookmark not defined. 

Having appeased the interests of American investors through the implementation 

of neo-liberal reform and secured their investments by applying just enough political 

liberalization to maintain stability but not enough to forfeit the control of totalitarian 

rule, President Biya has allowed Cameroon to fall beneath the dominance of yet another 

hegemonic power.  The loss of French participation within the process of imperial 

“wooing” has left Cameroon without the leverage to assert itself among international 

players.  It subsequently finds itself at the mercy of American economic and political 

interests.  With political stability and neo-liberal reform being the prominent American 

interests, the population of Cameroon is destined to live under authoritarian rule and 

the enforcement of harsh measures of economic austerity as long as Biya remains under 

the sole influence of the United States. 

 

Conclusion 
 

 As Immanuel Wallerstein’s modern world-systems analysis anticipates, 

Cameroon’s location within the periphery of the world-economy has subjected the state 

to the tensions bred by competition between core powers, each seeking to “eternally 

remold to its advantage” (Wallerstein 1976).  The history of Cameroon aptly 

demonstrates the way in which the interplay between imperial powers bears enormous 

consequences for the condition of the subjected state.  Inter-imperial rivalry, however, is 

necessarily correlated to imperial monopoly.  Together, the ever-transforming 

partnership between imperial rivalry and monopoly controls the status of Cameroon 

within the modern world-system, intermittently providing it with and then denying it 
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leverage and constantly manipulating its economy to serve the specific desires of its 

external oppressors. 

 In the decades following its formal independence from colonial rule, Cameroon 

has clearly failed to enact the reforms necessary to become a democratic, free market 

society.  The state’s ranking as most corrupt in the world testifies to the enormous 

obstacles that remain if it is to genuinely pursue political and economic liberalization.  

The high rates of corruption in Cameroon, however, are unsurprising given the lack of 

real commitment to democracy on the part of its government and the imperial powers to 

which it has been subjected.  The stability offered by autocratic rule provides little 

incentive for the democratization of Cameroon’s political system to its international 

investors, for whom stability is a first priority.  Accordingly, historical trends have 

demonstrated that the monopolistic dominance of one imperial power over Cameroon 

results in the collusion between the state’s totalitarian dictator and its controlling power. 

This cooperation serves to reinforce the system of autocratic rule, yet the totalitarian 

leadership of Cameroon emerges as a mere puppet for imperial interests, lacking any real 

leverage of its own. 

 Rather than compounding the support for authoritarianism, the presence of more 

than one imperial power vying for control of the same subjected state instead creates a 

political dynamic in which liberalization and democratization are inevitable results.  As 

exhibited through the relationship of France and Cameroonian President Ahidjo during 

the French imperial monopoly of the cold war, the presence of only a single power 

allows for the full cooperation of the imperialist state with the subjected state’s 

government.  The existence of imperial rivalry, however, precludes the ability of each 

imposing power to achieve full cooperation with the state’s leadership.  Kenneth Waltz 

(1979) maintains that “with more than two states, the politics of power turn on the 

diplomacy by which alliances are made, maintained, and disrupted” (p. 165).  Imperial 
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rivalry thus demands that each of the imposing powers negotiate separate alliances 

within the state so as to assert their influence and control from within.  In an 

authoritarian state with no institutional basis for democratic participation, the 

negotiation of alliances with different political factions and interest groups by imperial 

forces provides those groups with an enormous amount of power within the political 

sphere. 

 Though the rise in doctrines of democratization among Western imperial powers 

in the years following the fall of the Berlin Wall coincides with the ideology upheld by 

the Western bloc during the cold war, the mobilization for democracy serves more than 

just the purposes of ideological consistency.  By rallying for the spread of democracy in 

states that are autocratically ruled and dominated by one, monopolistic imperial power, 

potential alliance partners seek to destabilized the current regime, weaken the dominant 

imperial relationship, and assert their own influence through the democratic process.  

The democratization movement launched by Clinton in the 1990s was thus a sincere 

effort at inciting political liberalization.  The United States’ support for Fru Ndi, though 

a powerful mechanism of persuasion for the Americans, genuinely served to bolster the 

strength of the Cameroonian anglophone opposition. 

The spread of democracy to countries like Cameroon, however, was not intended 

to benefit the Cameroonian population, but rather to serve as a means for the infiltration 

of American imperial influence.  The strategic objective behind the movement is affirmed 

through the observation of Clinton and Bush’s withdrawal of American support for Fru 

Ndi once American imperial dominance and the corresponding French withdrawal were 

imminent.  The withdrawal of the French from the pipeline project and Biya’s adoption 

of pro-U.S. economic and political policies indicated that France no longer posed a 

threat to American influence in Cameroon.  Thus, the United States support for Fru Ndi 

as a persuasive threat to Biya was no longer needed and both Fru Ndi and the 
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democratization project as a whole were dropped in favor of resolute support for Biya 

under monopolistic American hegemony. 

While J. F. Ade Ajayi (1994) explains that the presence of a multiplicity of great 

powers is destabilizing for the subjected state, the nature of the instability produced 

must be qualified.  The effects of destabilization in Cameroon during formal 

colonization, for instance, vary significantly from those during the post-cold war 

movements for democratization.  During the colonial period, the presence of a 

multiplicity of powers resulted in the development of a destructive conflict between the 

anglophone and francophone populations, a socio-economic fissure which continues to 

impact contemporary Cameroonian politics.  Furthermore, the influence of more than one 

imperial power led to the establishment and legitimation of multiple systems of 

authority which, over time, would conflict with one another and with traditional forms 

of rule.  The instability aroused by the dual French and British colonization, however, 

did not directly threaten the power of the colonial rulers, but merely led to conflict 

among the Cameroonian population who had little or no control over the colonial system 

of governance. 

While the instability that resulted from inter-imperial colonial rivalry served only 

as a detrimental force for the Cameroonian people, the presence of a multiplicity of 

imperial powers following the end of the cold war served as a catalyst for political 

liberalization.  Whereas the power of Cameroon’s former colonial rulers was legitimated 

by external, international forces, the authority of President Biya is founded, in theory, 

among the Cameroonian people.   The destabilization of his popular support through the 

emergence of a strong opposition candidate thus provides a real threat to his political 

strength.  In the manipulative process of wooing the Cameroonian government through 

the backdoor support of Fru Ndi, the Americans induced the first significant period of 

political liberalization in independent Cameroon’s history.  As a result, the marginalized 
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anglophone population achieved its first significant political recognition.  Despite the 

prompt withdrawal of American support for Fru Ndi, the brief period of his political 

agency left a profound impression on the Cameroonian people.  Though Cameroon has 

once again fallen under the governance of a totalitarian despot backed by a monopolistic 

imperial power, the effects of the momentary enfranchisement of the anglophone 

population endure. 

The contrast between the consequences of destabilization during the different 

stages of imperial rivalry in Cameroon reveal the possibility for political mobilization 

and progress even under the wing of imperial domination.  According to the definition 

provided by Kwame Nkrumah (1965), Cameroon’s domination under the French 

monopoly of the cold war and the contemporary American monopoly constitutes neo-

colonialism in as far as Cameroon’s “economic system and thus its political policy [was 

and] is directed from outside” (p. ix).  Though the alternating periods of inter-imperial 

rivalry provide flexibility of alignment, which, in turn, narrows the government’s political 

choice (Waltz 1979), the positioning of a subjected state between two imperial powers 

also provides its government with the leverage to control its own economic and political 

actions.  During inter-imperial rivalry, therefore, the political empowerment and leverage 

achieved by the state’s government and its opponents provides a counterbalance to the 

neo-colonial domination experienced during periods of imperial monopoly. 

Though the history of Cameroon’s relationship with imperialism provides 

examples of only two inter-imperial rivalries and two imperial monopolies, the 

organization of the historical stages suggests that periods of imperial rivalry and 

monopoly interchange in a cyclical nature.  Just as imperial rivalry inevitably results in 

the domination of one imperial power by the other and the formation of an imperial 

monopoly, the monopolistic rule of an imperial power is limited by the continually 

changing spheres of influence of core states within the world economy.  A region that is 
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worthy of the attention from a monopolistic imperial power will inevitably attract other 

investors, leading, once again, to imperial rivalry for power and resources.  As a result of 

the cyclical rotation between imperial rivalry and monopoly, the peripheral regions 

subject to the imperialism experience regular changes to their political and economic 

conditions. 

The constant evolution of imperialism suggests that the current American 

imperial monopoly over Cameroon is merely a phase within its larger imperial history.  

Furthermore, if Cameroon is destined to be continually subjected to inter-imperial rivalry 

in the future, it is likely that repeated destabilizations will result in a more permanent 

liberalization of the political sphere.  Though repeatedly squelched by the reemergence of 

imperial monopoly, each successive mobilization of the opposition caused by imperial 

rivalry serves to strengthen the next.  In time, the cycle of imperial rivalry and monopoly 

in Cameroon may itself be forced to a halt by the firm establishment of an opposition 

party, unable to be stifled, and the development of state machineries to legitimate the 

democratic process.  

In Cameroon, the attainment of such a functioning democracy remains a distant 

hope.  The more pertinent concern for Cameroon is the transformation of its current 

subjection to American monopoly and nature of the pending imperial rivalry.  In contrast 

to the colonial period during which there were multiple competitive imperial powers and 

several well-established rivalries, the contemporary domination of the modern world-

system by the United States makes its difficult to predict the identity of the future 

imperial rival.  Though seemingly defeated by American dominance after its retreat from 

the pipeline project, France cannot be ruled out as a potential source for future renewed 

rivalry in Cameroon.  Charles de Gaulle described France as “overburdened by History, 

bruised by wars and revolutions, moving endlessly from grandeur to decline and back, 

but regenerated, century after century, by the genius for renewal" (Hoffman 2000).  It is 
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this “genius for renewal” that makes France a potentially formidable competitor to the 

current American dominance. 

The identity of the next imperial power, however, bears less consequence for 

Cameroon than the method by which that power asserts its influence.  Though the nature 

of the imposed cultural values, political systems, and economic strategies are 

undoubtedly significant, it is the cycle between monopoly and rivalry and the ensuing 

political liberalization that holds the most significance for the Cameroonian people.  

While Cameroonian domination under the current American influence varies almost 

insignificantly in this respect from its French domination prior to the end of the cold 

war, the consequences for the United States and France have yet to be fully investigated.  

Through the in-depth investigation of the motives and rewards of imperial powers, the 

system of imperial rule and its cycle between rivalry and monopoly could be better 

understood.  Why did the French pull out of Cameroon?  If and when they reemerge as a 

rival imperial power in Cameroon, how will the resulting rivalry impact Cameroonian 

political leverage and empower the Cameroonian people?  With these questions pending, 

the continued study of imperialism in post-colonial Cameroon is destined to reap 

valuable results. 

 
                                                        
Notes 
 
1 In his book Africa in Chaos, George B. N. Ayittey chastises contemporary African elites and 
intel lectuals for their continuation of the colonial system of authoritarianism.  His chapter 
entitled “The Functionally Il l i terate Elites” outl ines the repercussions of the colonial system, 
but also places significant blame on the el i tes themselves for having not renounced their 
superficia l ly acquired eli te status. 
2 Also spelled Ahmadu Ahidjo. 
3 During the renewed focus on Africa, the United States was forced to tread carefully on Africa 
affa irs so as not to provoke the disapproval of the American people.  After the June 1993 
“Somali debacle” that left numerous American, Pakistani, and Malaysian soldiers and 
hundreds of Somalis dead, the American public became increasingly wary of engagement in 
African affa irs.  This wariness was manifested in Clinton’s decisive inaction against the 1994 
Rwandan genocide (Rothchild 2002). 
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4 A portion of this information was derived from an unpublished essay.  See Clarke, Lindsay. 
2004. “The Politics of Leverage: A study of the relation of Cameroon to neo-l iberal reform 
within the context of neo-imperia l ist rivalries.” Final Paper, Postcolonialism and 
Globalization, Department of Sociology, Wesleyan University, Middletown, CT. 
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